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NEW QUESTION: 1
In the CPSR, 1=0 and F=1. Which of the following is TRUE in
this case?
A. IRQs are disabled and FIQs are enabled
B. Both IRQs and FIQs are disabled
C. IRQs are enabled and FIQs are disabled
D. Both IRQs and FIQs are enabled
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
In a Cross-vCenter NSX deployment, what are two requirements
that must be met in order for an administrator to deploy both

universal logical switches and local logical switches within
the same vCenter instance? (Choose two.)
A. A universal transport zone must be created.
B. A universal distributed logical router must be created
C. A logical distributed router must be created
D. A local transport zone must be created
Answer: A,D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-NSX-forvSphere/6.3/com.vmware
.nsx.cross-vcenterinstall.doc/GUID-7F76BB1E-7E36-4E9DB8C2-798100E62192.html

NEW QUESTION: 3
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that
present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some
question sets might have more than one correct solution, while
others might not have a correct solution.
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be
able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen.
You have an app named App1 that is installed on two Azure
virtual machines named VM1 and VM2.
Connections to App1 are managed by using an Azure Load
Balancer.
The effective network security configurations for VM2 are shown
in the following exhibit.
You discover that connections to App1 from 131.107.100.50 over
TCP port 443 fail. You verify that the Load Balancer rules are
configured correctly.
You need to ensure that connections to App1 can be established
successfully from 131.107.100.50 over TCP port 443.
Solution: You modify the priority of the Allow_131.107.100.50
inbound security rule.
Does this meet the goal?
A. No
B. Yes
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
Ein IS-PrÃ¼fer vermutet, dass der Computer einer Organisation
zur Begehung eines Verbrechens verwendet wurde. Welche der
folgenden MaÃŸnahmen ist die BESTE Vorgehensweise des
AbschlussprÃ¼fers?
A. Beratung des Managements des Verbrechens nach der
Untersuchung.

B. Wenden Sie sich an das Incident-Response-Team, um eine
Untersuchung durchzufÃ¼hren.
C. Untersuchen Sie den Computer, um nach Beweisen zu suchen,
die den Verdacht stÃ¼tzen.
D. Informieren Sie die Ã¶rtlichen StrafverfolgungsbehÃ¶rden
Ã¼ber das mÃ¶gliche Verbrechen, bevor Sie weitere Ermittlungen
durchfÃ¼hren.
Answer: B
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